WVDP Visitor and Subcontractor Site Access using a NYS Driver’s License

In order for an individual (i.e., a visitor, subcontractor or delivery person) to gain access to the West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) Site or the Ashford Office Complex (AOC), the individual must present an acceptable form(s) of personal identification.

Please review the three types of licenses shown below that are issued by New York State. A Standard New York State driver’s license which is stamped “Not for Federal Purposes” is not acceptable identification for site access without providing a secondary identity document (reference WV-5004). New York State Enhanced Drivers License (EDL) and Real ID driver’s licenses are acceptable forms of identification which do not require a secondary identity document.

EDL

Acceptable form of identification

Real ID

Acceptable form of identification

Standard License

Please note that State Licenses or State Photo Identity Cards that are stamped “Not For Federal Purposes” or equivalent language are not considered an acceptable Primary Identity Document. A Secondary Identity Document listed in WV-5004 is required.